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are all storytellers, and we are all travellers on our own odyssey.'
President R Stanton Hales

Virginia Tecfrra

o

anxi

houses many students. Since the day
of the massacre, faculty and students
have found themselves asking - and
answering - questions that were once
never anticipated. What wbuld happen if a shooting occurred here?
What would the school do, and how
would the issue be handled? As an
individual, what types of responsibilities does one hold? And the most
notorious question that has been
floating around campus since April
16: how safe are we?
Dean of Students Kurt Holmes
agrees that Wooster is very different
from Virginia Tech but believes that,
as a community, we share the same
obligations as individuals and collective citizens in the broader sense.
Holmes stated that, while we do have
the benefit of 'knowing one another
more personally, we are also not
immune from the possibility of
tragedy.
Wooster has many support sysAlthough our school is smaller and more familiar, in the wake of the April 16 Virginia Tech
tems much like the ones offered at
shootings, Wooster students and faculty wonder if something similar could happen here Virginia Tech, reassuring to the
(Graphic by Andy Maloney).
community following a tragic events
such this.
Missie Bender
be described as a massacre. The two
United States history as it is now the
The support systems offered at
Senior Writer
separate attacks, approximately two deadliest in history.
Wooster include the Resident
hours apart, killed 32 people and
Although Virginia Tech is much Assistants, Campus Ministry, the
On April 16, a school shooting
injured many others both physically
larger than The College of Wooster, Counseling Staff, the Dean Staff and
occurred at Virginia Polytechnic
and mentally. This school shooting
we are still put in the same category:
the Department of Safety and
Institute in Salem, Va. that can only is marked as a milestone in modern an institution that educates and Security. "We have the Residence Life
.

Staff and Security Officers as a first
line of defense in all crises situations," Holmes noted.
The Student Affairs staff is also a
big support system. "The role of the
Student Affairs staff is to support
the educational mission of the
College. Sometimes that means supporting students in a balanced
lifestyle; sometimes that means being
the judicial arm of the College; but
always it means being the advocate
for student needs."
Ryan McMahon '08 agrees that the
College offers a wide variety of support systems, but worries that campus security and administration may
not be enough.
"In times like these it would be the
responsibility of the administration
to console the community. We are
lucky to have so many support systems and I would hope that they
would all go to use."
McMahon said that discussions of
the Virginia Tech massacre were
buzzing from class to class as communication students discussed different communication methods used
since the day of the shooting. The
Virginia Tech administration alerted

their students of the shootings
a viable use of
c
through
e-m-

corn-Se-

ail,

"Security," page 2

Wooster Ethic referendum passes Peterson book published
Chandra Asar
Voice Staff
The Wooster Ethic, after having
been put to rejerendum, passed with
a 66 percent approval vote. Even
though Campus Council had it
approved by President R. Stanton
Hales last year, the committee decided to gain campus support before
implementing it.
"It was decided that the' whole
campus had to be behind the ethic in
order to make it work, which is why
the referendum happened," said
Patricia Riley '08, chairperson of the
Campus Council and member of the
Wooster Ethic Committee.
Having concentrated on earning a
good approval rating, the committee
is still developing a more specific
plan for implementing the Ethic.
"The Wooster Ethic
is currently soliciting input from the
student committee members before
Sub-Commit-

tee

the calendar progresses into exam
been on the implementation so much
week, and then to graduation,"
as raising awareness and getting the
said Rod Korba, associate professor
campus ... to embrace this idea," said
of communication and member of
Peter Schantz, the College's director
tlft Committee.
of physical plant services and memThe rest of the campus community ber of the committee.
will also have an opportunity to offer
He explained . that when the
their input on it. "There will be a Wooster Ethic was first introduced
considerable amount of interaction
to the faculty last year, there was not
that will take place, as the Wooster much support for it, since they did
Ethic interfaces with the Code of not want it to affect their classroom
Academic Integrity, and the Code of polices.
Social Responsibility," said K6rba.
Also, several students disliked the
"We believe that this will occur gradidea of gaining support for the
ually, as we integrate the Wooster
Wooster Ethic before defining it.
Ethic into the community. The upside Mikael Page '08 had reservations.
of the Wooster Ethic will also take "Though I appreciate that those who
time to develop as well, as the memworked on having it passed are still
bers of the Wooster community working, to define the Ethic, this
learn to trust each other in deeper should have been done long before it
and more compelling ways than curwas put to a vote. As it stands now,
rently exist on this campus."
the Ethic could either be redundant
For this reason, it was necessary
... or it could have
that the campus community first powers which the students have no
approve of the Wooster Ethic.
"The focus before now has not
See "Code," page 2
broad-sweepi-

tors, the relationship of leadership to
the masses is very complicated.
Voice Staff
Says Lexington Books, "DuBois,
Assistant Professor of Africana Fanon, Cabral" explores the three theStudies Charles Peterson has puborists' articulation of the relationship
lished "DuBois, Fanon, Cabral: The between acculturation and mass popular leadership among colonized elites
Margins of Elite
in the African diaspoLeadership," released by
ra." Peterson chose
Lexington Books Feb.
16 of this year.
the three philosophers
In what ' Lexington
to provide different
Books calls "a captivatlenses through which
ing text that will stimuto present the gap.
late discussion," DuBois,
DuBois's work proFanon, Cabral focuses
Charles Peterson
vides a foundation for
on the inherent difficulthe text, and Peterson
Assistant Professor of
Africana Studies
ty current African leadsays his ideas on leaders face due to the
ership are "very perva- (Photo by Chloe Reed )
African-Americdivide between social,
in
sive
political and economic elites and the
political culture." Frantz
Fanon was an interesting and essenmass population.
Peterson attributes cultural and tial addition, according to Peterson,
educational differences between the because of his "cynicism" of the elite
perceived goals of the masses and leaders. Finally, Amilcar Cabral's con- those of the elites as the main reasons
for this divide. Because of these fac- - See "Publication," page 2

Alexandra DeGrandchamp

Anti-Colon- ial
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Environmental Task Force holds
Jonah Comstock

approximately 40 percent. The winning house was Gable House, home of
the Common Grounds program,
whose residents reduced energy use
by about 38 percent.
"I unplugged everything in my
room. We were constantly turning off
lights," said Audrey Lane '09,' a resident of Gable House and advertising
manager for Common Grounds. "I
think we really rose to the occasion."
Lane added that some residents kicked
the energy-wastin- g
habit of falling
asleep In front of the television dur'
ing the month.
What is impressive about the contest, however, is not tlie winners, but
the implications for the whole campus;
"Overall, campus-wid- e,
energy use
was reduced by 15,599 kilowatt-hour- s,
which translates into a savings of
about $889," said Rick Lehtinen, professor of biology at the College and
member of the Task Force. This
"equals an impressive 14,789 lbs. (7.4
--

News Editor
The Environmental

Task Force
recently sponsored a month-lon- g
competition to see which residence
hall and house could increase their
'
energy efficiency the most.
,
"Initially, Peter Schantz looked into
whether or not we could get our
hands on the data for each
dormhouse on campus," said Sharon
Lynn, assistant professor of biology
and Task Force member. "When that
was determined, we went about
implementing 'advertisement' for the
competition to raise student awareness in the dorms. Then, after the data
came in, we simply did the math to
determine how energy use in April
compared to energy use in a previous
month."
The winner of the competition for
residence halls was Armington Hall,
who reduced their temissions by
..

.

,

tons) of carbon dioxide that was prevented from being emitted."
A reduction of energy usage and a

"Simple and easy behavioral changes by individ-

'

.

uals can have immediate
benefits in terms of
reducing air pollution
and saving the College
money, and . . . these
don't imply any loss of
quality of life."
Rick Lehtinen
Professor of Biology
demonstration of how easy said
reduction can be were two of the main

contest

energy-savin- g
.

goals of the competition.
"Simple and easy behavioral changes
by individuals can have immediate benefits in terms of reducing air pollution
and saving the College money, and ...

these don't imply any loss of quality of
Lehtinen. "We also can have a
substantial aggregate impact on preventing the worst consequences of climate change right here on campus if
everyone does their part."
The Environmental Task Force,
which has met with varying degrees of
productivity since 1990, has accomplished a great deal this year in addition to sponsoring this contest.
According to their annual report, in
the past year, the Task Force has
worked with The Wooster Inn to convert their catering truck to
to be powered partially by Straight
Vegetable Oil from Lowry Center's
collaboration
In
fryers.
with
Hospitality Services, they have instituted the "One Less Cup" campaign as

life," said

bio-dies-

el,

well as switching to local andor
organic suppliers for foods such as
apples and granola. They organized
Peace, Justice and Earth Week to
encourage awareness of environmental issues on campus.
Additionally, the group has been
working to create an environmental
studies minor at the College.
The Environmental Task Force
plans to continue to sponsor an event
like this in future years, but on an even
larger scale.
"We plan to implement a year-lon- g
energy competition beginning in the
fall of 2007," said Lynn. The data we
collect during that time will be helpful
for identifying dorms or houses that
may be particularly problematic in
terms of energy efficiency so that,
changes can be made to target specific
problems. The data will also be useful
for demonstrating that big changes on
campus, and globally, can be achieved
by taking very small, individual steps."
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Departing seniors of the
Voice staff look back on their
time at Wooster.
Editor in Chief Sara Taggart,
Photo editor Mac Buehler
and former editor in chief Liz
Miller all weigh in. Read the
editorials on page 3.
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The annual Eyes Wide Open

Katie Foulds writes about

Women's lacrosse lost to

exhibit was held downtown

the history and diversity of
The College of Wooster
Art Museum's permanent

Denison

last Saturday, in commemoration of Ohio soldiers lost in
Iraq. See page 4.

'

collection.

See page

6.
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week and it cost them the
NCAC regular season title.
See page 8.
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Koblik, Hales to speak at Commencement
CAMPUS

Because of their close friendship,
Hales has had Koblik in mind as a
News Editor
keynote speaker for Commencement
There's something a little different for a long time.
created
"At Wooster, the president has sole
about this year's Commencement,
select
been
the
Reuben Domike has
to
appointed which will be held on Monday, May responsibility
Koblik
Steve
speaker.
director to the ne,wly created Center
Commencement'
14. After serving as president for 12
for Creativity and Innovation, This job years, this Commencement will be and I have been close friends since our
will entail coordinating entrepreneurearlier years together at Pomona
President R. Stanton Hales's last.
ial programs and proposals have been
this
For
Hales,
year's College in the 1960s, and we stay close
in touch on a whole range of topics,"
funded by The Burton D. Morgan
Commencement has added meaning
said Hales.
Foundation vand the Ewing Marion not only because it is his last as presiKauffman Foundation. Programs for dent at the College, but also because
"When he left Reed College in 2001
this include certificate programs, felto become president of one of the
his longtime friend, Steven Koblik,
cultural instituwill be the keynote speaker.
country's
lowships, workshops and summer
tions, the Huntington Library, Art
seminars and internships.
Hales and Koblik have remained
Collections and Botanical Gardens...,
close friends since they met at Pomona
Domike graduated from Georgia
Tech in 2002 with a bachelor's degree College. Koblik currently serves as the the first thought of his speaking at
in chemical engineering. Following president of Huntington Library, Art. Wooster came to my mind. We disthis, Domike earned his master's Collections and Botanical Gardens in cussed it over the next few years, and
several years ago he accepted my inviSan Marino, Calif. Before becoming
degree in chemical engineering prac
tice at Massachusetts Institute of the president of Huntington Library, tation to speak at my last
Commencement as president," said
and Botanical
Technology.
Art ' Collections
Hales.
Wooster was selected from among Gardens, Koblik served as president
Hales said that while it does mean a
four other Ohio colleges to receive this ofReed College for nine years until he
great deal to have Koblik speak at his
grant, and five projects have already left in 2001.
been scheduled for this upcoming
summer.

last Commencement, Koblik's ability
as a speaker and scholar should not be
underscored.
"Naturally, it means a lot for me personally, but the most important thing
is that Wooster will hear from a brilliant historian and teacher and very
accomplished academic and cultural
leader. He'd be a star at anybody's
Commencement," said Hales.
Hales, however, doesn't have any
idea what Koblik will discuss at
Commencement. "I am as interested
as everyone to hear Mr. Koblik's
address."
Hales, though, has known that this
was coming for a long time. "When I
became president in the 1990s, I certainly knew that 2007 would likely be
my last Commencement because of
w
requiring that the
Wooster's
president retire at 65. Thus, this has
been part of my planning for a long
time and causes no shock waves to my
emotions," he said.
Hales does have mixed feelings

Andrew Vogel

Center for Creativity

and Innovation

pre-emin- ent

Schreur honored with
Carpenter Law Prize

Protesters voice abortion views

by-la-

.Ethic to be implemented
Code

Lauren Schreur '07 has been award
ed the 2007 David L. Carpenter Pre-La- w
Prize, a $5,000 award bestowed

continued from

to Wooster's top pre-la- w
student
Schreur, a double major in Political
Science and Philosophy, was consid
ered because of her exemplary record
of academic achievement and signifr
cant participation in Wooster's Pre-La- w
vAdvising Program. Teachers
describe Schreur as a student leader
with great integrity.
Leading the College's Moot Court
Team this year, Schreur also managed
to receive honors on her Senior
Independent Study project.
The Carpenter prize illustrates
Schreur's outstanding achievements
both in and out of the classroom.
Schreur will be attending Boston
College School of Law next fall.

'v

Red Cross finds home
Bogner
broke
Construction
ground this past Monday for a new
American Red Cross building located
at the corner of South and Grant
streets. This building was purchased
three years ago by the Red Cross in
hopes of constructing a new Wayne
County Chapter. The new building
will also provide a garage in which
an emergency response vehicle will
be stored. The Wayne County
Chapter has raised more blood than
any other Red Cross chapter in
Northeastern Ohio.

SOLAR SYSTEM
Extensive ice found

Hi

,

.

.in

mi...

protesters from Cleveland spurred a response
groups on campus last
from members of
Friday, creating a large crowd outside Lowry for most of
the afternoon (Photo by Katharine Tatum).
Pro-lif-

e

pro-choi-

ce

.

control over," he said.
The Committee has been successful in gaining more approval, though.
As Korba explained, the Committee
is optimistic because all three major
parts of the campus community
students, faculty and staff and
endorsed the
administration
Wooster Ethic.
"We are talking about the culture
of this campus. And, like the culture
of any organization, it takes seven
times longer to change the environment than you think that it will," he
said. "This will require time to develop, and a steadfast commitment to
give this culture an opportunity to

'

succeed. But with input and opinions
from the entire community ... we can
create a truly special sense of community that will make Wooster a far
more special place than it already is."
Students had the opportunity to
vote in the referendum on April 25
and 26 in Lowry Center and
Kitteridge Dining Hall, during the
lunch period from 11 to 1, and the
dinner period from 5 to 7, while the
faculty voted online, and the staff by
sending ballots via campus mail. Of
these votes, 689 of the students
voted with 66. 1 percent in favor; 73
faculty voted with 75.3 percent in
favor; and 136 staff voted with 88.2
percent in favor.
The Wooster Ethic is online at
https: secureweb. wooster.edu secu

rewebwoosterethic.

Virginia Tech massacre raises security fears
Safety
continued from p.

1

munication. "I would hope that aside
from
there would be a mass
text message service for faster alerts.
Some schools and even some cities
do that to create fast pace communication," McMahon articulated.
In President R. Stanton Hales's
letter to the College addressing the
Virginia Tech massacre, he wrote,
"We here at Wooster are fortunate to
e-m- ail,

have the strength and resiliency of
the Wooster community as a support
in this process."
Holmes agrees and confirms it by
saying that in his six years working
at Wooster, he along with the rest of
the administration, has had to
address and respond to several individual student crises, weather disasters and the 911 attacks. In each
case, members of the community
have come together to support each
other.

"I have had many proud moments

students clear
debris after the tornado a few years
as Dean, but watching

back ranks in the top."
With the wide range of support
systems offered at Wooster, and the
administration's support, it is easy to
conclude that our school is in fact,
reasonably safe. Students, however,
still feel unsure about their safety. .
Holmes offered his encouragement, stating, "My foremost piece of
advice would be to not live in fear of

'

this tragedy.
"Yes, bad things can happen anywhere, and we work daily to avoid a
situation at Wooster. But life and
our education mission are too important to allow them to be sidetracked.
As an example I would suggest it is
not particularly unsafe around
Wooster at night, but students
should still walk with someone.
Making smart choices doesn't make
us trapped any more than one
assailant makes us all victims."

Peterson titles book "DuBois, Fanon, Cabral"
Publication

on Martian surface

'

-

i

-

LOCAL

about leaving, but these mixed feelings have more to do with accomplishments than emotions.
"Naturally, there is some sadness in
seeing the end of my term, but the
mixed feelings come mostly from
things done and not done," said Hales.
"There is a sense of satisfaction and
accomplishment in the College's development over the dozen years, but also
a sense of frustration in not having the
. time or now chance to do more. But
that now falls to my successor, who
will continue with some goals set, and
set new goals of his own."
The last official day of Hales's presidency will be June 30. However, this
means that the last day Hales will see
students will be Commencement. It
should be especially interesting to
hear what both Hales and Koblik have
to say at this year's Commencement.
"As to what I will tell seniors at
Commencement and what I am taking
away," Hales said, "one will have to
wait until Commencement."

continued from p.

1

Peterson found that his work left the finished book a "work in progress."
It is the culmination of his interests
him with more questions than
answers, hoping that "DuBois, Fanon, from early graduate work, based on
his own experiences. As a
Cabral" will illustrate the continuing
college graduate from Gary,
problem presented by elite leadership
and that the right questions will be Ind., Peterson experienced the gap
first-han- d,
describing the "gulf"
raised.
"DuBois, Fanon, Cabral: The between himself and his community.
Such a divide carries not only personMargins of Elite
al, but political and cultural implicais
the
culmination
of
Leadership"
tions also.
five
on
scholarship
roughly
years of
Though this is Peterson's first pubthe part of Peterson. Originally part
lished
work, he has two other projects
of his dissertation at the State
in
development.
University of New York
The first is a book on mass pop cul
Binghamton in 1997, Peterson calls

ture figures, with a specific focus on
black icons such as George Clinton
and Dizzy Gillespie. Peterson also
hopes to explore the dynamics and
possibilities of democracy in African
communities in future work.
Charles Peterson received his bachelor's in philosophy from Morehouse
College (Atlanta) in 1992 and his
Master's and Ph.D. from State
University of New York - Binghamton

tributions to the issue have been relaAccording to U.S. scientists, new tively ignored since the 1980s.
data collected from scanning Mars Peterson describes Cabral as a "figure
has indicated that half of the planto revisit," describing his programet's surface may contain ice. These matic approach to the dilemma of elite
scientists used a new method of leadership.
scanning, which has offered them a
According to Peterson, the leadermore concrete answer to the depth of ship gap is "still a huge problem." Due
in 1995 and 2000, respectively.
the ice surface.
to the education gap, the voice of the
He arrived at the College in 2000
Scientists state that this new masses is channeled through different
method can measure nuclear radiaafter spending a year at Temple
venues, such as pop culture, which are
tion coming from a planet.
often undetected by the leadership.
University in Philadelphia.
There is a vast amount of ice
locked in the pores of rocks and
pockets of soil. Scientists believe
that if the ice were to melt, it would
judicial system cases
Upon request from the judicial board chair, the Voice is reprinting the summaries of the 20Q6-200- 7
be enough to fill Lake Michigan
FALL 2006
CHARGES
OUTCOME
SPRING 2006
CHARGES
OUTCOME
twice over.
selfall
selfStudent pleaded guilty to
Student pleaded guilty to
and
P1"80"1! integrity and
STUDENT 1
STUDENT 1 Frs0l1a' hitcgrity
respect; drugs and violation
four charges, this plea was
both charges and the Board
respect; respect for rights and
Briefs compiled by Missie Bender
of Ohio State Law
accepted by Dean's Hearing
accepted these pleas
concerns of others; individual
Board
The Wooster Voice 2007-200- 8
consumption and undermin- staff applications now avaiLLle
ing emotional, physical and
online!
ethical integrity of communi- i
!
'
.
ty mcnilxTS
sellx rsonal integrity and
Student entered no plea lor
Student pleaded not guilty to
The Wwe is acti'piii
r.hin,il
STUDENT 2
STUDENT 8 personal integrity and sell- and Business stall applications forj
inspect; respect for the function- - the second, fourth and fifth
any of the five charges, the
respect; respect for the rights
Board found the accused
academic year.
and concerns of others; indi- the 2W7-2O0- 8
ing and property of the College; charges, and these pleas were
drugs and violation of Ohio State accepted. Student was found
Vidual consumption; under- guilty of four charges, the
Applii ations are due by today, May'
Law; individual consumption and guilty of violating Ohio State
student was found not
4, '2007. and may be sent to the cur- -i
mining emotional, physical
undermining the emotional, phys- Law, and the Board rejected
and ethical integrity of com- guilty of sexual misconduct
rent Editorial Board cither electronical and ethical integrity of com- - the student's plea of not
ically (vo'u cf wooster cdii) or vi;
munity members; sexual mis- :;
munity niemlx-rpitilty to first charge
conduct
campus ni.ul
With questions please contact
ersonal integrity for personal
Student pleaded guilty to
Student pleaded no contest
STUDENT 3 personal integrity and self
STUDENT S
via
Katie
Foulds
Miavior; respect for rights and
to all six charges. The
first two charges, and these
respect; rcsx-c- t for the func- (KFoldd-.Owoo.stcT rdill.
'
pleas were accepted by the
concerns of others; violation of accused was found guilty of
tioning and property of the
Board. Student pleaded no
Ohio State Law; individual con- - all six charges by the Board '
College; individual consuinp- tion
contest to individual con- sumption; undermining emotion-sumptial, physical and ethical integrity;
and was found not
While we strive for excellence every
;
damage to College property
guilty
week, we, too, sometimes fall short.
Please send your corrections to
voicewooster.edu.
s
first-generati-
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Take the work seriously
erichardson09wooster.edu.
and meet tasks head-o- n
Supporting the Voice, with no regrets
Editorial cartoon by Eric Richardson. Send comments to

Since joining the

staff almost four years ago during my first week of
at Wooster, I have been waiting to write my Senior
Editorial. (Grammarians, please disregard my nonstandard capitalization; the
Senior Editorial is the Omega to the Alpha of a Voice staffer's first assignment.)
I told myself that I'm going to begin writing this piece as soon as possible,
these 500-55- 0
words of wisdom to impart upon future
generations of Wooster students, loyal readers and the
Voice staff. In my usual style, though, I procrastinated. In
fact, my deadline is about 10 minutes away, and I am still
procrastinating; I probably won't turn this in until 10
minutes after it is due. I procrastinated throughout my
entire Wooster career. My professors, past and present,
lizmiller
can attest to this. It's not that my work wasn't good, or
even (in some cases) exceptional. No, I just can't seem to do anything until I
am under the gun.
I continued practices of my high school days, waiting until
As a first-yea- r,
2 or 3 a.m. to begin papers due the same morning (at 10 or 1 1 a.m.).
As a junior, I completed both of my Independent Studies in English and
Sociology just hours before they were due. Sure, I'd always done the research
(sort of) before that; I'd done the analysis, but for some reason putting words
on the page was a daunting task until I was pressed for time. This isn't a
healthy way to operate. Sure, it feels good; it's even a rush at times. In the
end, though, it's a surefire recipe for burnout.
I learned this the hard way when I worked on my Senior Independent
Study this year (which, by the way, I am not officially finishing until Summer
Session). I had some research setbacks, which would have put me in a precarious position anyway, but had I actually written down my struggles with my
research, attended meetings as scheduled and turned in chapters according to
deadline, I most likely wouldn't be waiting until October to officially receive
my degree.
Stories that would have been incredibly dynamic, had they been given the
time and consideration they warranted, ending up being just short of brilliant. Just short, thanks to my propensity toward procrastination. It's five
o'clock and I'm late with this editorial, but I have approximately 150 more
words to write, 50 more chances to leave you all with something meaning
g.
ful and
Had I not procrastinated when it came to this task, I would have wrjtten
something powerful and critical of the Wooster administration yet hopeful
Voice

my first semester

1

long-lastin-

11111
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iou ve aireaay naa cnances to read my
thoughts on student apathy, the state of world
and national affairs, my love affair with vegan- ism and commitment to socialism. ... I leave
you with this incredibly didactic precept: don't
pull a 'Liz Miller' anymore in life."
for Wooster's future. But you've already had chances to read my thoughts on
student apathy, the state of world and national affairs, my love affair with
veganism and commitment to socialism. That's old hat by now. So, I leave you
with this incredibly didactic precept: don't pull a "Liz Miller" anymore in life.
and quit shirking your responsibilities until the last
Meet tasks head-o- n
students.
minute, Wooster
That's the solution to everything, isn't it? If we'd all just do our work
when it was expected and adhere to deadlines, perhaps student apathy would
e;
be a
perhaps we'd have a more reliable student government that
people actually cared to participate in and student organizations wouldn't fall
from
under the oligarchic rule of the same students who do everything
the Voice to Residence Life to whatever.
A few people at Wooster tried to cure me of my "wait 'til maftana" tenden
cies. Thanks, in particular, goes out to Nancy Grace (from FYS to I.S.), Pam
Foreman (now at the University of Wisconsin at Eau Claire), Henry Herring,
Chuck Hurst, Anne Nurse and Heather Fitz Gibbon (who has been under
standing of my affliction, but kicks me in the ass when necessary). And, of
course, thanks to my Voice comrades and others involved in student organi
particularly Sarah Core '05 and
zations of which I have also been a part
Andrew Waldman '05 as well as Justin Hart '06 and Christopher Beck '06.
words over my limit and 15 minutes late; apologies to anyone
I'm 150-2I have forgotten to thank. You'd probably be edited out for space anyhow.
Take advantage of the people at Wooster who are put in positions to kick you
in the ass; then get off of yours and do your work.
non-issu-

00

Liz Miller has served in editorial and staff roles for The Wooster Voice since thefall
of 2003, including serving as Editor in Chief on and off during 2005 and 2006.

Have, an opinion? Contact Viewpoints!
Viewpoints is looking for additional editorialists for next year to
express their opinions about campus, national or global issues,
Interested writers should contact the Viewpoints editors at

voiceviewpointswooster.edu.

I have this one chance to write a sen
ior editorial. There is so much I want to
say,' and it ranges from my favorite
College memories and my stresses with
Independent Study, to any regrets (few)
and my work with The Wooster Voice.
Because space is
limited and I'm
sure your time is,
too, I will only
focus on the last.
I don't really
have many "early
sarataggart
memories" of The
Wooster Voice
early, as in, my first
year or so at The College of Wooster.
Since becoming News editor my junior
year, until recently (read: the day I sat
down to write this senior editorial), I
was always amazed when underclassmen didn't even know what the Voice
was. How could they be so oblivious to
the College's only newspaper,, which
serves as the only
sive source for Wooster information?
Then, I realized that I have only
vague memories of reading the Voice
my first and sec- ond years here..I
close-to-compre-

hen

Letters cannot exceed 350 words in length and must arrive to the
Voice by 5 p.m. on the Monday before Friday publication
All letters must be signed and include contact information. In addi
tion, the Voice reserves the right to edit and hold letters.
to voiceviewpointswooster.edu
Please send letters via
The Wooster Voice,
be
also
sent by campus mail to
Letters can
College of Wooster, Wooster, OH 44691.
e-m- ail

C-31- 87,

coffee-drinki-

ng

harder, but were also made wholly
invaluable through my work at the
Voice. Applying was one of the best
decisions I could have made. It's definitely a lovehate relationship, but, like
most such relationships, it always ends
on the love side.
I have no regrets about applying for

the Voice my junior year. I have no
regrets being Managing Editor and
Editor in Chief my senior year. I have
no regrets in having given up all of my
Wednesday nights (and often Thursday
mornings) to get the paper to print. I
have met a lot of wonderful people and
had a lot of good times, and, while not
all of the times were good and the
stress often made you want to die (not
quite, but we Voice-c- rs
like to be dramatic), they always resulted in something of which I will be proud for the
rest of my life.
If you want to be awesome like the
editors I know and devote yourself to
an organization that produces quality
work of which you
work every week
and others can be proud
then I urge
you to get involved
with the Voice.. Get
since 1883
involved in something
mnnow r that matters to a lot of
npnnlp
J
snmptliinrr

"The Voice has been student-ru-n
poorly
(but
7a Ann't rnre ranror anrl wo r1rr'f
hnmnrmis
car- toons by Wil OUr charity Of Choice. But We do keep this College worthwhile and enjoy- "
able, something that
:
Torres
05
1
!
i uiiiuuh- in a way uwl uinv a ncwMJduei can.
presses you to your
sometimes tne
brainchild of Liz
limits.

recall
drawn

rrro

a

.

for no class credit, no pay and very rare
Miller '07) and scanning the occasional Viewpoints page or News thanks. Together, the Voice staff puts
College
story. I may have even taken a glance out one of the
at the other sections (yes, that newspapers I have seen. Granted, I
have mainly seen papers from schools
includes Sports). I never flew immeAshland, Denison,
diately to the Voice carrel in Lowry similar to ours
nd and other nearby colleges
but I can
on Friday mornings, bright-eye- d
eager to get my hands inked-u- p from tell you, we take the cake and we work
Voice issue.
damn hard to do so.
a
I liked that we
since
The Voice has been student-ru- n
I liked the paper
but it never struck me.
had a paper
1883. It is one of the oldest running
That is, until I read The Wooster Vice on weekly college newspapers in the counApril 1 of my sophomore year. "This," I try. We don't cure cancer and we don't
give money to our charity of choice.
remember thinking, "is awesome." Even
But we do keep this college running in
after that
experience,
I
as
a
the
for
took
granted,
way that only a newspax.T can. We
though,
paper
I know many students and Wooster
report the news, keep tabs on both
meml)ers
do.
still
It
just administrative and student activity. We
community
sort of "appeared" each Friday. should be we are a source of pride
for the College. Newspapers change
Eventually, though, I realized I had
lives.
staff.
class with some people on
They represent the public in a way
I was in Writing for Magazines class;
no elected official or administrative
I opted to take that over taking Writing
member (for colleges) can. Newspapers
for Journalism. It was a great class. create and conserve institutions.
I've had four good years at The
Peter Havholm filled us all with joy
College of Wooster. Two of them were
(and maybe fear), and I rememlxr jokingly contemplating with Liz Miller made a lot more frustrating, and a lot
top-quali- ty

fresh-off-the-pr-

ess

eye-openi-

ng

Working for The

Wooster Voice is

not

for everybody; if it were, it wouldn't
make the staff special. Not everyone
will come to Wooster to edit, layout,
write, photograph or illustrate for the
Voice. But everyone in the Wooster com- -'
munity has a chance to contribute to the

paper's livelihood and survival as a
quality student publication.
You can do a simple thing
it
requires no money, only a little bit of
your time and never fails to offer benefits: be a Reader. Read the Voice. Read it
now, and subscribe to it when you're an
alumnaalumnus. Support the paper
that gives Wooster one more special
quality; keep the print alive and College
alive in doing so. Give it your attention,
if only for a few minutes, and thank the
writers, photographers and, especially,
do it
the editors, because they
we
all for you.

Sara has taken photos, written and

edit-

ed for the Voice since 2005. She was
News editor 2005-0Managing Editor
6,

in 2006 and Editor in Chief in 2007.

Photos editor looks forward to new life
I am not going to bore you with the
usual cliclied senior editorial of how
the college changed me immeasurably
as a result of the academics and sub-p- ar
living arrangements when I .
arrived on campus. Although the aca
demics and living
conditions were
factors that shaped
me as a person in
the last four years,
I
would rather
ponder what life
macbuehler
after The College
of Wooster might be like. Alas, a
world exists outside the Wooster bubble. A world filled with rent, phone
and utility bills, nine-to-fijobs,
cooking my own meals and providing
for myself as an independent adult.
Among the uncertainty of my future,
I look forward to those few things that
will remain true. The bonds and friendships formed with teachers, advisors
and students will remain loyal.
It is certain that I will no longer be
required to attend undergraduate
courses. No more eating three disap
ve

The Voice welcomes letters to the editors

whether there was coffee in his glass
globe mug or Jack and Coke. It was a
good time. Later, though, Liz suggested
I apply for a section editor position at
the Voice.
I had never done layout, I had little
journalistic writing experience and I
didn't really know anyone on staff. But I
told her I'd think about it. So I did. I figured it would be a neat experience to
complement my English major; I also
remehibered the Vice. I'm not saying the
hope of creating the Vice was the only
thing that motivated me to apply, but,
even now, it remains one of the top on
the list.
I have had such a crazy time working
at this newspaper. What happens in the
Voice office, stays in the Voice office, but
I can assure you, there was laughing,
yelling and definitely a veritable Joad of
hard work and
being
done. If you.know any of the Voice section editors or executive staff, you
know some awesome people. I don't
know a group of people that works
harder or longer hours at the College

pointing meals a day in Lowry, no more
standing in line for overpriced Java Hut
crap, no more stimulating I.S. meetings
with my intelligent advisor and, most
unfortunately, no more Wooster
Security to drunkenly harass on the
weekends.
I will

not miss the Lowry or Java I hit

food, but no doubt I will miss being able
to enjoy a meal (sober or not) surrounded by many of my friends in Lowry or
Kittrcdge. As soon as I become an
alumnus I am sure my meals will most
likely consist of a cold beer (no more
Milwaukee's Best Light anymore) and

whatever can be quickly nuked in a
microwave in my own apartment.
Reminiscing about my days here in
the cornfields of Wooster, I will miss
the opxrtunity to have the support of
my advisor at my side throughout my
Independent Study. I will miss watching the sun set on top of McGaw
Chapel. I will miss the panoramic view
of campus from the "beach" outside
Bissman

1

lall.

will miss my very first night of college when I got completely intoxicated
I

with my close friend and now fraternity brother and wandered around campus, which seemed like a whole new
world to me. I will miss riding through

the pastures of the Wooster countryside just to get off campus for a
moment's time.
I've been waiting since freshman orientation to walk through the Kauke
Arch on I.S. Monday. I completed my
Independent Study on time ( 278), I
was a part of the monumental event
when the school community joined
forces to fill the Arch with snow. Now
the day that I have been waiting for
since time immemorial has come and I
do not know exactly what to do, to
think or where to go.
But I do know one thing: I will take
the countless memories and friendships
with me as I walk away from this campus community until I return to wax
nostalgic and form new memories when
I return for my reunion.
Mac has been a photographer from 2003
to 200-t- , and a Photography editor from
JOOt to 2007.
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Stan Hales: Wooster bids a fond farewell to its president
Top Ten Things You Didn't Know About
President R. Stanton Hales

M

1. Ha was destined to play racket sports: his parents
met on a tennis court in Pasadena, Calif., in 1935.
2. All three of his names (Raleigh, Stanton, Hales)
have roots in North Carolina.

named Peter Stanton Hales
who died of a brain hemorrhage at age 25 in 1954.
3. Ha h3d a

half-broth- er

m

.

n

i i.

ii

4. His brother Alfred earned a Ph.D. in mathematics
ct Caltech in only two years. It would have been one,
because he took all required courses and finished

(

ii.

J

his thesis by the spring of his first year, but he was
asked to stay a second year as a teaching assistant.
V

i

f
t

'

1

5. He grew up with

I

cats but now has dogs, since

Mrs. Hales prefers dogs and is active in a local dog

I

therapy group.

v

6. He is somewhat ambidextrous: right handed for

.

rackets,
writing,

left-foot-

equi-hande-

d
for kicking,
for shooting baskets.

for

right-hande-

ed

d

i

.

r'

J

7. He once played table tennis with Ricky Nelson.
8. He climbed Mt. Whitney

contiguous United States

the tallest peak in the
in the 1980s.
-

if

9. In 2003, he was featured as one of Sports
lllustrated's Faces in the Crowd.

Above photo by Brandon Buehler. All others
courtesy OPI.

10. He has an affinity for very spicy food.

Robotics may solve growing problem of elderly care in Japan
The Japanese government is trying to find a way to deal with a low
birthrate as well as an aging society.
The low birthrate has been a big
issue when discussing the future of
Japan as the population ages.
In 2005, the
birthrate was the
lowest it's ever
been: 1.26 children per woman,
according to the

Health, Labour and
which could walk with
Welfare,
life
the
two legs.
Wabot-- 2,
invented in
expectancy in Japan is
78.56 years for males
1984, could read a norand 85.52 years for
mal musical score with
.females in 2005. The
his eyes and play tunes
lifespan
of
on the piano and violin.
average
those who have lived up
He could even play with
to 60 is even longer.
an orchestra.
Robot industries have
Currently, half a million professional care
already begun applying
nurses are taking care
their technologies to
of
Ministry
fields, which
people in
Health,' Labour''1 Japan" ' wf 7
yushindo
some people foresee will
.
4K(I
and Welfare.
The number of elderbe as big a market as cars
In addition, the census conducted
ly people who will need
and computers.
They
in 2005 reported that 21 percent of care in the near future
have already produced
the entire nation's population was will become enormous.
"automatic"
beds and
As society advances
over 65 years old.
bathtubs.
Therefore, in the year of 2020, in ageJapanese officials
In Apri
2006, the
when most of the baby boomers will must begin to
take
Waseda University Lab
need care, one adult may have to take drastic measures
to
demonstrated that a
care of four elderly people.
human-oi- d
address this issue.
robot
The problem is not only economic
I)
.The question that
could carry
support such as health insurance or arises, though, is "How?"
a patient weighing 94
pensions, but also the need for physiPracticing "Ubasukilograms (206.8 lbs.)
cal care.
teyama," inviting forand walk up the steps for
Thus, a serious question has been eign workers or relying
the first time.
raised: who will take care of the on miracle healing will
This robot is expected
increasing number of elderly people? not resolve this issue.
to work as an assistant in
Robots like this one may one day care for Japan's surgery, experimental
The question of elderly care is one
Instead, robot techin Japan.
that is
nology has been spotrapidly increasing elderly population (Photo cour- surgery and medical
During the Heian era in the years 794 lighted as a possible
tesy Takanishi Laboratory, Department of rehabilitation.
to 185, a story called "Ubasuteyama"
alternative.
In addition, robots are
Mechanical Engineering Waseda University).
told of women over 60 who were left
Robots may sound
able to perform daily
in the mountains to die.
robotics, says that Japanese robotics chores such as cooking and cleaning.
futuristic, but Japanese high-tec- h
Fortunately, contemporary Japanindustries are currently developing
will play a very important role in
Compared with the West, robots
ese society does not allow such a them to care for aging people.
aging society.
are more easily accepted in Japan.
practice. Most elderly people live
In the 1970s, the late Professor
Professor Takanishi, a faculty
This is partly because of religious
safely and happily and live longer member at the Humanoid Research Kato, who was one of the premier backgrounds.
than any other country in the world. Center at Waseda University, which authorities in the field of robotics,
Generally speaking, Western culAccording to the Ministry of has been on the cutting edge of invented Waseda Robot (Wabot-l- )
tures oppose the use of robots
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care-relat-

ed
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two-legg- ed

(WL-16R1-

mishi Lab

well-establish-

ed
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of

because
Christian-base-

their

predominantly

morals.

d

One of Takanashi's friends at the
M.I.T.
Computer Science and
Artificial Intelligence Laboratory, for
example, receives several crank letters a year from Christian religious
fanatic
groups criticizing the
humanoid robots.
The Christian belief that "God
created everything" is still strong in
countries like the United States,
which prevents it from using robots
in various fields.
More than religious issues are the "
ethics surrounding the use of robots.
For one thing, people are concerned
about their safety around robots.
However, the" program which
woulctmake a robot automatically
break down is enacted before people

get hurt.
It seems that further development
of robotics as well as its application
to practice requires a strong partnership between the people's
as well as its further
inter-understandi-

ngs

development.
The practical use of robots is just
around the corner.
This is expected to be part of the
solution to the problem of an aging
society in order to cope with the
increasing number of elderly people
in a Japanese way.

This piece is the fourth and
final essay in a weekly series

of articles about Japanese
culture by Voice Staff Writer
Yu Shindo.

Eyes Wide Open illustrates reality of the war in Iraq
response

Taylor Swope
Voice Staff
It was

sobering scene last
Saturday morning at the gazebo on
the corner of Market and East
Liberty in downtown Wooster.
Crowds stood in silence as they
observed a display of boots from soldiers in Iraq representing servicea

men and women from Ohio who have
been killed since the beginning of
the war in March 2003.
The exhibit is called Eyes Wide
Open and seeks to educate the public
about the human cost of war.
The program is a national one,
although Saturday's event, sponsored
by the Ohio branch of the program,
focused on honoring soldiers from
the state of Ohio.
Kathleen Mynnan, the Ohio proic
gram coordinator, said that the
program began in 2005.
"Since we began, we have visited
over 40 small communities across the
state with the help of campus organizers, church groups and community
groups who have hosted the exhibit,"
she said.
Rev. Dr. Kevan S. Franklin, pastor
of Trinity United Church of Christ
in Wooster, Ohio, described the
state-specif-

he
would like to see
from the crowds
of people who
visit this exhibit
across the state.
"I hope that
they pray for
peace for their
families," he said.
"I hope that
people pause to
pray for Matt
Maupin, who is
the only listed

3

1

about the war in
Iraq, my perspective is that we
should truly know
the cost of what
we're doing. We
have also had vets
thank us for putting up the display because, as
one put it this
weekend, 'People
like you are saving me by helping me get home
sooner."
Bostdorff and
her
colleague
Chuck Hammer,
professor of religious studies at
the College, spent

cloth that will be sewn into a prayer
quilt.
"For most people, regardless of
one's political views, the display is
very sobering because it puts a
human face on the cost of the Iraq
War," said Bostdorff.
Myrman has established a Web site
through the American Friends
Service Committee, who sponsors
the Eyes Wide Open display.
She said that the best way to
Understand the effect the program is
having on those who attend is to go
http:www.afsc.netewocom-ments.htmto
l
POWMIA of.
and view comments that
the War, who is
people have left.
Batavia,
from
Comments left about the display
Ohio.
vary in opinions and emotions, from
Franklin led a
angry to awestruck, embittered to
worship service
grieving.
on
Saturday r0ws of boots representing Ohio soldiers who died in Iraq
One response, left anonymously,
night before the
after"I looked in the faces of the
read,
Saturday
jn
Wooster (Phntn
hvJ Katharine- Tatiirrrt
Wfire on
V
J
display was taken
noon and eve- men and thought of my predown.
ness to a night already devoid of ning working at the display.
cious
son
how would
He encouraged religious communistars. Darkness cannot drive out
They also participated in the closlife be without him? So I pray for the
ties to convey a message of peace darkness; only light can do that. Hate ing ceremonies and helped take the
the
and all
cannot drive out hate; only love can display down.
across denominations and faith tradiages of men and women killed and
tions and quoted Martin Luther do that."
Bostdorff said that this year's injured, and their families."
Denise Bostdortf, professor of comKing, Jr., who fought for peace
was obviously
event
different,
Another attendee, also anonymous,
munications at The College of because there were 40 more pairs of thanked the exhibit directors and
among all people, saying, "...In fact,
violence merely increases hate; Wooster and an active member of boots on display than last year.
added, "I hope all who see will open
Wooster Opposing the War (W.O.W.),
Refill n in i, 'ulcnce for violence mulVisitors also had the opportunity their eyes. I know I did ... then they
tiples violence, adding deeper dark- - said, "Regardless of how you feel to write their thoughts on pieces of filled with tears."
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Arts
Summer entertainment encompasses art, shopping, music
May 4

After long days of working tedious summer jobs or enjoying lazy days at the beach,
these artistic summer activities throughout Ohio
SENIOR WEEKEND 2007
.

-

' May 12

- 1 a.m.
Bar crawl to the Olde Jaol,
Seat'tle's, Leroy's, Market Street
Grill and CW's.
A bus will transport seniors from
Kenarden to and from each venue
until 1 a.m.
11 p.m. - 2 a.m.
Late night pizza at the Kenarden
patio.
9 p.m.
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May 13
9 p.m. - 2 a.m.
A tented party on the Kenarden
Lodge patio will honor seniors with
free food and beverages, souvenir
cups, DJ, dance party and celebrity
faculty bartenders.

add excitement to any summer plans

Wooster Arts Jazz Fest
Downtown Wooster
July 8, 2007
11 a.m. - 6 p.m.

May 11
9 p.m. - 2 a.m.

Senior Party at the College
Underground
12 - S a.m.
Late night breakfast at Kittredge

will

val is worth checking out.

Wexner Center for the Arts
The Ohio State University
Columbus, Ohio

Sponsored by the Main Street
Wooster Foundation, Inc, the Rotary
Club of Wooster and the Wooster
city schools, the fourth Wooster
Arts Fest will feature over 80 artists.
The festival also features children's
activities, music and gourmet food.
It is free and open to the public".
Easton Art Affair
Easton Town Center
Columbus, Ohio
June 22 - 24

- Aug. 12, 2007

The Spring exhibitions of the
Wexner Center include works by
Chris Marker ("Staring Back"), Zoe
Leonard ("Analogue"), Robert Beck
("Dust") and a show entitled "State
Fare," consisting of Ohio artists
Tracy Featherstone, Mark Harris
and Rain Harris.

Ingenuity Fest
Cleveland Festival

The eighth annual fine art and
craft show will feature an array of
artists with different mediums ranging from painting to sculpture to
photography.
Located near a great
center with
stores
Anthropologic, Banana
bebe and BCBGMaxAzria,

May 12

of Art and

Technology
July 19 - 22, 2007
p,
See live music including jazz,
folk, rock, techno and classical,.
hip-ho-

g,
Opera, theater, poetry slams,
contemporary dance, visual
exhibits, concerts, stilt walkers, jugglers, parades, food and flowerswith a
technological twist.
break-dancin-

shopping
as
such
Republic,
the festi

Warped Tour presents summer music
in July and early in August.

New Found Glory will play songs
never before heard at Warped Tour,
following last September's release of
th
"Coming Home," the band's fifth
album. The band is set to
play the entire tour.
Much anticipated newcomers to
the tour this year include power pop
quartet from Buffalo, Cute is What
er
We Aim For, and the pop-roclineup Boys Like Girls, who
will be fresh off tour with
Hellogoodbye.
Cute is What We Aim For released
"The Same Old Blood Rush with a
New Touch" in 2006, which featured
the band's second single, "The Curse ,
of Curves."
Boys Like Girls join the tour, havalbum in
ing released their self-titlwell.
band's
first hit,
as
The
2006
this
followed
was
"HeroHeroine"
release
with
of
the
past February
"The
second
Great
their
single,
Escape."
Both groups' recent rise into the
spotlight suggests they will draw big
crowds to the stages this summer,
and they are scheduled to play the
entire tour.
The tour also holds an annual
"Battle of the Bands." The contest,
now in its 1 1th year, allows unsigned
bands the opportunity to be selected
to play a stage at their hometown
venue during the tour. Over 2.00
unsigned bands will be selected by
judges to perform this summer.
The Warped Tour bands typically
sets with numerous
play
stages, alternating set start times
bands
throughout the day. Big-nausually stick to two main stages,
with smaller performers playing various others.
A list of headlining acts, tour
dates and ticketing information can
be found at the Warped Tour Web
site: www.warpedtour.com.
full-leng-
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The end of the school year and,
subsequently, the beginning of summer mean a few key things for some:
sun, free time and bands on tour.
And since 1993, for thousands of
people, summer means these three
things rolled into one: Warped Tour.
music
The annual multiple-venu- e
and extreme sports festival, sponsored again this year by shoe
facturer Vans, is scheduled to kick ofT
in Pomona, Calif., on June 29. It will
make its way across the country, ending back in California with a Los
Angeles show on Aug. 25, boasting a
huge lineup of bands that promise to
please several tastes.

In a post on the official Warped

Tour Web site, festival founder
Kevin Lyman notes the diverse lineup for this year, made up of "old
school, emo, punk, screamo, hip-ho- p,
more ska than you have seen in a
long time and everything in
between. If open minded this will be
a great show, if you're not this might
be the year to stay home."
This summer's tour features several seasoned Warped veterans, includAlkaline Trio and
ing
New Found Glory.
Alkaline Trio has joined this year
after the Jan. 30 release of
th
CD fea"Remains," their
turing rare tracks from various compilations and recordings from a live
show. They will play tour dates late
big-nam- es

full-leng-
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Dohson concludes I. S. art exhibition series with digital images
Senior Kassandra Dobson explores themes and social perspectives of fantasy, science fiction and horror books with

Missie Bender
Senior Writer
At The College of Wooster, when
a student decides to major in Studio
Art, the possibilities are endless, as

they are able to explore different
forms of art that suit his or her
desired ambition.

This
focus

.

free-ran-

ge

opportunity to
type of art
wide variety of stu-

on a particular

form attracts a
dents who have a passion for the fine
arts. Wooster offers a wide variety of
art courses, including drawing,
painting, photography, printmaking,
ceramics and sculpture. These courses allow students to find their medium and really get a chance to focus in
on that specific art.
Senior studio art majors also have
the benefit of having a secluded studio located in the Ebert Art Center.
The studios are given in an effort to
provide an environment conducive to
whichever medium the student wishes to pursue. The most pivotal part
of the Independent Study project is
creating an undergraduate thesis in
which the student pursues his or her
own topic of interest. The thesis,
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digital images depicting Laurell

along with the artwork, is exhibited
in Ebert at the conclusion of each

Doing this, Anita presents a struggle
that is unique, yet the audience still
I.S.
can identify with the presented emoartist's
tions and feelings. It is clear that the
This year, 10 students had their
artwork exhibited in six shows. The scenes presented in each image are
title of the series was The Senior not meant to duplicate the Anita
Blake Series, but rather serve as an
Independent Study Exhibition.
Student artists explored topics ranginspiration to the artist. The animal
ing from photographs of hands to versus human instinct identifies with
sculpting animals out of wood. human conscious thought and inner
torment. The audience can relate to
Concluding this year's I.S. exhibition
the artwork regardless of the superis Kassandra Dobson '07.
Dobson captures the themes and natural ties.
One piece, titled "Cat Encounter,"
social perspectives in fantasy, science
fiction and horror books. This is explores the theme of fear and really captures a moment in time. There
done in 1 images that are currently
is a fierce wildcat leaping toward a
on display in the Mackenzie Gallery
located in Ebert. , Dobson explores
person.
The person is facing the wildcat
the conflicts and concerns of specifK.
and, although we cannot see the
ic
characters in Laurell
Hamilton's Anita Blake Series facial expressions, the dark tones
present a mood that explores fear.
through digital imaging. Her artSome of the images are in full color
work mirrors actual human concerns
whereas other images are almost all
the
that are woven throughout
black and white.
the
Such
themes
alpha
are
series.
take
Dobson's artwork illustrates emoplace
complex causing fights to
and men constantly outdoing one tions that viewers can relate to. It is
another in any type of activity. clear that this artwork holds great
Dobson states that Anita, the series' mystery along with imagination.
Dobson's exhibit, "Humanity vs.
main character, balances her human- The Other," concludes this evening.
ity with super natural abilities.
1

Photos by Elena Dahl.

K.

Hamilton's Anita Blake Series
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Junior IS. exhibit shows works of
of

female dancers and tennis players,
caught in various poses as they move.
She noted that her interest in render-

Justine McCullough
Arts Editor

ing the human body goes as far back as
high school. "I was always the
youngest person in my class," she said,
adding that though her dancers and
tennis players are extremely gestural
and flowing, she was trained in a classical manner with realistic renderings.
Jones decided to represent ballet and
tennis, two activities that she previously participated in. "I've always been

Considered by many to be the hallmark of a Wooster education,
Independent Study is a yearlong project completed by each student during
their fourth year, working
with an academic advisor.
Seniors, however, do not jump into
this massive project blindly. Before
Senior I.S., students in most academic
departments complete a
Junior I.S.
usually a
shortened version of
what they will pursue the
in preparanext year
tion for his or her final
thesis.
The I.S. of a studio art
major follows a slightly
different format. Rather
than an extensive written
thesis, art students have
their own gallery showing. This Sunday, the'
Junior I.S. exhibit of 11
studio art majors will be
held in the Mackenzie
Gallery of Ebert Art

Murakami's story, Hendrickson
explained, is about an old woman, single and alone, who materializes onto
the narrator's back. Once he helps her
find peace, she disappears.
Hendrickson's adaptation of this
story revolves around a young girl
named Dara, who lives in a lighthouse.
After reading a story about lightning
hues, Dara begins to
wonder
where
light
comes from, sparking
questions in her head that
refuse to dissipate until
she- gains knowledge of
the source of electricity.
The five-pagraphic
novel takes the viewer
along with Dara as she
learns about environmental issues.
"I want my artwork,"
Hendrickson explained,
"to involve some sort of
commitment to environmental sustainability and
conservation."
Center.
As
part of her
Hendrickson
Juniors Abby Brown,
research,
Jose
Alanna . Clark,
studied basic children's
books about electricity.
Esparra, Craig Heitger,
Hendrickson,
Julia
The novella, however,
Jennifer Jones, Nancy
though not necessarily
Luken, Emma Powell,
targeted to children, can
be understood by anyone.
Tara Severance, Kristen
1. il.
,.i iiri,. .,. ,.i,n.i ni.n.i.mi.., nnrniil
i
c
"It's as simple as just
" i.
ur"7 Jose Esparra's I.S. consists of painting and ceram turning off a light,"
Wucnscn nsvc been work-Hendrickson added.
ing all semester under the ics depicting Puerto Rtco (Photo by Elena Dahl).
guidance
Sorek's I.S. delves into
of Walter
Zurko, professor of art. The semester really interested in exercise and nutrisculpture. Her untihas undoubtedly been an artistic protion," she said, adding that studies have , tled object is a fully functional table,
shown a lower rate of negative body though its materials were not initially
gression, in addition to a learning
manufactured to be such an object.
experience.
image among girls who regularly parJones, who has been working exten"I like the idea of taking something
ticipate in sports and physical activity.
sively with tracing paper, has learned
The poses of her figures in motion discarded and Teincarnating it," Sorek
much about this medium, and her relamostly derive from running magazines,
explained. "Reusing something that's
tionship with it is seemingly less than Google images and she even attended a considered 'used' is like giving it a second life."
pleasant. "I will never work with it ever ballet concert for further inspiration.
Hendrickson's part of the show,
again", she said.
Sorek's
table
by
entitled "OnOff," stemmed from her consists of "an old country front door"
Jones's part of the exhibit, a two-pieshow tentatively titled "Figures interest in English as well as her conof solid pine that she purchased in
In Motion," is a colored charcoal study cern for environmental issues and s'us- - downtown Wooster. '
one-on-o- ne

-

artists this Sunday
'

'
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'

'
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Craig Heitger's I.S. consists of an architecture and
model of a building (Photo by Elena Dahl).
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Julia Hendrickson's illustrated novella focuses on environmental issues and sustainability (Photo by Elena Dahl).
She sanded it down, stripped the
paint with chemicals, and finally,
images
spray-paintby use of stencils. The legs are made
of poplar wood.
From an aerial view, the painted
objects show what a table would look
like during
Visually, "the
table is always being used," Sorek said.
She notes a direct connection
between families and tables, which she
suggests is "the gravitational center of
"meal-oriente-

ed

mid-me-

d"

al.

the family world." During holidays,
people prepare meals together, eat
together and share recipes.
After the show, Sorek wants to take
the table to her own home in Ann
Arbor, Michigan. She plans to place a
pane of glass on top of her creation,
making it a fully functional object j
The exhibit is free and open to the
public, and will be held this Sunday
from 2 to 4 p.m. in Ebert. Food and
drinks vill be served.
.

class
with
ends
Directing
Museum has extensive collection
Objects accessible to College students short play productions
Jonah Comstock
Katie Foulds
Editor in Chief

described on the museum's Web site.
Probably the most noteworthy collection is the John Taylor Anns collection, which consists of American and
European prints ranging from the 15th
to the 20th centuries including suclv
artists as DUrer, Francisco Goya ajid

nent collection in their Independent
Studies and theMuseum. encourages
such use for academic purposes. The
goal of the Museum is to promote educational pursuits in terms of the fine
arts; it is successful in doing so by
allowing art history and studio art'

News Editor

This past week the theatre department treated the College to the directing classes' final projects: a series of
plays and short films known
as the
Play and Film
Over
Festival.
days
(eacli repeated
to
two
classes
view
mmtmmtmmmmm
h
e
t
collections in twice), the class members (and their
auditioned cast members) presented 1 1
order to provide
Northern
hands-o- n
Renaissance
a
plays and three films.
artist himCast sizes ranged from two to 12
approach
to
self.
The
people, and the character of the pieces
teaching art.
coolest part
Students ranged from heavy drama to pure comof all is that
ought to take edy, hitting most marks in between.
!
we
didn't
of Though not every play and film was as
advantage
leave
even
this
good as the next, the performances
precious
'
resource
on were strong enough to keep people
our" class?
room to look
coming back for more.
at them. In
One highlight was Alex Gauvin's '08
Though much
the possesof the work is production of "Bull Baiter" by Josh
sion of The
Hartwell. Patrick Midgley's '07 surkept in safe-- r
of
College
and prisingly serious portrayal of a "rodeo
guarded
Wooster Art
comic" contrasted sharply with Ian
Museum are
Marty's '08 timid characterization of
,
the DUrer &A the his Hollywoodized brother, creating a
rooms,
as
prints,
Museum hosts
family drama.
gripping
well as over
annual exhibiOn the
lighter side, Cam
8,000 origitions. Students
McBrearty's '07 "Family 2.0" by
" !- -,
nal pieces of
who wish to Walter Wykes) was an amusing tale of
The College of Wooster Art Museum has an extensive collection of pursue an I.S. a husband who suddenly decides to
come home to a different family.
using the perobjects useful for art education (Photo by Katharine Tatum).
- from paint- Concise in its descent into insanity,
manent collec
Winslow Homer. In 1974-- Henry
tion should speak with Kitty Zurko at "Family 2.0" covered a lot of comedic
ing to prints to sculpture.
nt
Copeland,
Since I was unaware of such
of the KZurkowooster.edu.
ground in a few minutes.
College, descriled the print collection:
resources, I assumed that other stu"The John Taylor Arms Collection
dents were as well, which led me to iniHonor-winnin- g
includes 5,000 etchings, engravings
of
the
tiate a chat with the Curator
woodcuts, lithographs and drawings
Museum, Kitty Zurko. She enthusiastiSenior composition majors
collecrs
and cdntains examples by major
cally described the permanent
Stephen Lett, Eric Merten
of the past 500 years." Arms
tion at The College of Wooster.
and Matthew Walker were
collected these prints and, ux)n his
Since its existence, the museum has
death in 1953, his neighbors and
acquired works solely through alumni
recently honored for the
friends Ward M. and Mariam C.
donations, missionaries and archeolog-ic- al
Independent Studies, and
Canaday bought his collection and
digs. The museum's collections
presented a recital last
donated it to the College.
include The William C. Mithoefer
Wednesday in Gault Recital
The Museum does a fabulous job of
Collection of African Art, The John
Hall of Scheide
Music
displaying the objects from its permaTaylor Arms Print Collection and The
nent collection in annual exhibits.
Evan C Varner Ceramic Collection.
Center. Lett's and Walker's
The museum also houses a Ptolemaic However, due to the expensive nature
compositions will be perof the exhibits, the pieces within the
Egyptian mummy and coffin dated c.
formed lby the Grammy
320-22- 0
Museum cannot remain or display for
B.C.E., an incredible acquisiaward-winnin- g
Cleveland
long periods of time.
tion for the museum. Beyond these
next
Symphony
Chamber
is
for
The Museum a great resource
extensive collections are other works
of pottery, clothing, furniture, snulf students, especially those pursuing
Friday (Photo by Katharine
majors in studio art and art history. In
jars, masks, porcelain, paintings and
Tatum).
the past, students have used the perma
various "decorative art" pieces, as

think my Renaissance Art class is
cool. But "cool" was taken to a whole
new level on Monday when we examined original Albrect DUrer prints,
touched by
I

'

'

10-min- ute

10-Min- ute

1

"

tainability. After reading a short story
by Haruki Murakami entitled "The
Poor Aunt Story," the storyline for her
illustrated graphic novella was born.
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campus.

10-min- ute

,

artwork,

ranging

-

,

then-preside-

Several plays fell somewhere in
Ix'tween comedy and drama. Stephanie
Genda's '08 choice of Nina Shengold's

"Emotional Baggage," feacast portraying actual
unclaimed bags, was one example of
such an unclassifiable, but nonetheless
compelling piece. Another was Katy
Patterson's production of "Cinnamon
Rainbow," a play by Ann Wuehler about
victim who
a robber and his would-b- e
develop an unexpected relationship.
In addition, a few pieces fell on the
more experimental side of things.
Bathsheba Duran's choice of "Film
show by Courtney
Noir," a
Cooke, was one such play, using the
genre of film noir to play upon the
nature of romantic and sexual relationships. Nathan Long and Alanna Cuellar
owned the stage and created an
of

imaginative

turing

a

two-pers-

on

impres-sive'piece-

art
Nothing at the festival was more
abstract than Noah Lyon's movie "The
New Model." The film was a retelling,
or reinterpreting, of the creation story
from Genesis. Filmed in mostly black
and white with interesting angles and
lighting, the film was certainly not for
everyone, but it was nonetheless an
impressive piece of work.
These are only a few of the plays that
entertained the College community at
the Festival, but each play showed that
you can do a surprising amount of art
in 10 minutes.

student composers present recital

print-make-

.

n

section editors:
Chris Sweeney
Nicholas Holt
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Track runs strong at Heptathlon Men's tennis finishes
Johann Weber

4th at NCAC tourney

Voice Staff
While the majority of the men's and
women's track teams took a
few days of rest last weekend
before their biggest meet of the season
this Thursday and Friday, Ashley Baker
well-earn-

Sports Editor

Instead, she headed to the NCAC
Heptathlon, where she earned an overall finish of seventh place and a final
score of 2,971 points. Baker racked up
numerous successful finishes to place so
high, including a third-plajavelin
throw, sixth-plafinishes in the long
jump, 800 meter rim and the high jump.
Finishing no worse than eighth in
any of her events, Baker noted the significant competition she faced this yean
"I finished seventh and improved on
almost all of my events from last year.
The field was really competitive, with
only 200 points separating fifth, sixth
and seventh places (200 is not a lot, considering a final score is anywhere from
2500-440- 0
points). The top two finishers actually provisionally qualified for

.

(15--

5--

8,

2)

men's tennis team capped off their
season with a fourth-plac- e
finish at
the NCAC tournament last weekend. "
0)
Kenyon College (17-- 6,
won
the NCAC tournament with a 2
win over second-seede- d
Denison
University (14-- 8,
The third-seedScots began their
tournament run with sixth-seed4)
0,
Ohio Wesleyan University
and handled the Bishops with ease.
All three doubles teams
Dave
Albrechta '08Sam Hickey '09, Grant
D'Augustine '08Brian Ebbits '07
and Pat Grab '09Dan Fleszar '07
2
triumphed with 4,
and 0
wins, respectively.
In singles action, D'Augustine also
prevailed at the No. 2 spot with a 6- 1, 0 win. Ebbits sealed the deal at
the No. 4 spot with a 2,
0 win. No
other matches were completed
because the Scots had reached the
five points needed to win.
Wooster advanced to face second-seedDenison in the semifinals.
AlbrechtaHickey went down at the
2,
No. 1 doubles spot
while
D'AugustineEbbits fell 3. At the
No. 3 spot, GrabFleszar fought out
a tough 7 decision to put the Scots
on the board.
But it would turn out to be the
only win for the Scots on the day.
Scot ace Will Morrison '07 fell 2,
4.
D'Augustine fell at the No. 2
and Ebbits fell at the
2
spot 3,
No. 4 position 1,
ending the
h.
Scots' hopes of a top
Wooster looked to defend their
third-plaregular season conference finish against fourth-seede- d
6--

5--

vAV

7-- 1).

ce

ed

ce

ed

2--

(7-1-

8--

1

NCAA nationals."

April 26 saw Wooster travel to
Otterbein for a
Invitational
Meet, where they could run through
their events one more time before this
weekend's NCAC Championships.
This weekend's Champs meet is the
defining meet for most members of the
track and field team, with the entire
team shaping their season to maximize
their performances.
"Everyone is excited about NCACs.
It's always a fun meet because everyone
works really hard to get there,. We also
get to see our hard work during the season put into results and points," says
non-scori- ng

6--

As fun as the meet is for the team,
they also enter it aiming quite seriously
for a championship.
"We definitely have the talent and

8--

6--

ed

opportunity to be champs. We need to
be mentally focused this week and prepare for the conference meet in order to
do so," added Jalam Cutting '08. Many
of the team's points will come from season powerhouse members earning high
finishes, but the depth of the team could

and we have pretty good relay teams
"Also, we
competing," said Baker.
always have strong field events, with
Tristan Jordan '08 probably placing top
three in the triple jump, Kayla Miller

play a major factor, as well.
Cutting and Baker explain the significance of certain events over others for

high in the pole vault and javelin and
Rick Drushal '07 placing higli in the
shot and discus. But all of our combined efforts will be crucial to placing as

Wooster. Cutting noted, 'The relays
and field events are going to be our key
races and events as well as the hurdles,
because those areas are our strongest."
"The relays are always fun to watch

Baker.

8--

6--

Nichole Calderone '08 (Photo courtesy OPI).

'09 placing in the top of the triple and
high jumps, Ali Drushal '09 placing

a team."

(8-1-

3--

3).

2--

The College of Wooster

'08 declined.

1,
In
doubles play, Allegheny jumped out
to a 1 lead with wins over
AlbrechtaHickey and GrabFleszar
1 and 4.
D'AugustineEbbits got
the Scots on the board with an 5
victory.
Morrison came through for the
1,
Scots at No. 1 singles with a 6,
4
victory, ending his cafeer as a
Scot with a win.
Unfortunately, his team could not
do the same as D'Augustine fell 3,
6- - 4. Both Albrechta and Ebbits had
hard fought matches. It took a second
set tiebreaker for Albrechta to fall in
(8-- 6)
while Ebbits
two sets 3,
4
pushed his opponent to the limit, but
he ultimately fell in three sets (3-- 6,

Allegheny College

Chris Sweeney

ed

8--

8--

8--

6--

4--

6--

6--

6--

7-

6--

- 5,
The Scots will lose talent
6--

3).

their

as

ace Morrison and No. 4 singles player Ebbits will both graduate this
year. However, there are some solid
and sophomores
young first-yea- rs
who look to step up next year and
continue to maintain their top-thrstatus within the NCAC and hopefully make it all the way to the NCAC
championship next year.

,

ee

NCAC Tournament Results

8--

8--

Championship ..
Kenyon 5, Denison 2
;

9--

Third Place
Allegheny 5, Wooster 2

6--

6--

6--

Fifth Place
Wabash 5, Oberlin 3

6--

6--

6-- 3,

two-finis-

The team competed May 4 in
Delaware,
Ohio
at
Wesleyan
University's facilities.
3--

Seventh Place
OWU 5, Wittenberg 2

ce

Men's lax aims for NCAC title
Sunny skies ahead for
the Cleveland Cavaliers
It's a good time to be a Cleveland
Cavaliers fan. Remember those days
long ago when the Cavs were the
worst team in the NBA? You should,
because, actually, it really wasn't that
long ago. Five years. That's it. The
in 2002-200- 3,
crew in the Q finished 17-an amazing 43 games behind
NBA leader San
Antonio Spurs. We
were bad. Really
65

bad.-

-

Vomit-induci- ng

bad.

And

then

we
LeBron.
carsoncarey
And he was good.
And there was much rejoicing
throughout the Kingdom. Now, five
years later, the Cavaliers stand near the
top of the NBA mountain, and there is
no reason we should not continue the
climb to the very top. Consider the roster. The first thing that sticks out is
how very, very young this team is.
LeBron James: 22 years old; Sasha
Pavlovic: 23; Daniel Gibson: 21;
Anderson Varejao: 24; Drew Gooden:
25. Larry Hughes is only 28 and, heck,
Z is still fairly young at 31. Basketball
players usually do not hit their primes
and those
until their mid- - to late-20- s,
primes can carry over into their early-t- o
s.
This is a good indicator .
that the Cavaliers' best days lay ahead.
The Cavaliers' future success
depends mainly on LeBron and
whether he is able to develop into an
MVP-calib- er
player (and hopefully
beyond, into the legendary realm
Bird,
Jordan,
by
inhabited
Chamberlain...). However, history has
taught us that even legends need help.
The Cavaliers will need to find their
Scottie Pippcn before they bring .a
championship to Cleveland. Who will
it be? It could be Pavlovic, who played
exceptionally well this season, after
Coach Mike Brown finally granted him
some serious playing time. Gibson has
also shown flashes of excellence, and
could develop into a solid guard within
a year or two. With Gooden and
Varejao pounding the glass, Cleveland
could be a very dangerous team.
There is one thing that is practically
a given: the Cavaliers will be a staple in
the playoffs for years to come.
Whether or not they are true title contenders should manifest itself within

drafted

L

'

now. What about this season, you say2.

'

er

s.

These are

well-round-

ed,

4--

out-shooti-ng

What about LeBron hoisting the
championship trophy this year? Well,
it would be a miracle, but we can pray.
The fact remains, that the Cavs are
NBA team. Cleveland did
not a top-tiwhat was expected and swept the hapless and depleted Wizards in four
games. The games were not blow-outPlaying down to the competition level
is expected, but this was a seriously
weak Wizards team, deprived by the
injury of their best two players.
It was play that would not fly against
the Pistons, Spurs, Suns, Mavericks (if
the Mavs can conquer their own
demons). It might not even fly against
New Jersey or Toronto, the Cavs'
potential second-roun- d
opponents.

1 lead after the first period.
In the second quarter, Wooster
really turned on the steam,
Hassan
the Tigers 13-- 4.
scored consecutive goals to open the
period, Chris Gatsch '09 tallied
another one and Weschler closed the
first half scoring binge, striking with
just nine seconds left on the clock.
While the scoring in the second half
was not as prolific, Vacarro added
two insurance goals late in the third
period, and Hassan and Tom Baldwin
'
'09 scored the final Scot tallies of the
finalgame in the fourth. Wittenberg
ly got back on the board very late in
the game, ending the string of 12
unanswered Wooster goals.
"We played really well," said Cole
Simmons '08. "Everyone played their
roles... We dominated every stat."
In addition to Hassan, the Scots
were, lead by Vacarro and Abbott,
with two goals and two assists apiece.
Additional multi-poi- nt
scorers were
Weschler with two goals, Chris
Gatsch '09 with a goal and an assist
and Pat Coyne '10 with two helpers.
John MacVarish '09 was dominant in
circle (6 of 7), and Matt
the face-o- ff
Biester '07 played the first three
quarters in net before Calvin Todd
'10 came on in the fourth to finish out
the game. Both goalies combined for

a

f

r

""v
,

J.

experi-

enced, powerful teams, all one notch
above Cleveland. Upsets in the NBA
are very infrequent. It is reasonable to
expect the Cavs will reach the Eastern
Conference Finals, but that would
mean a date with Detroit. If the
Pistons bring their 'A' game, Cleveland
is not yet prepared to conquer them,
eight saves.
fightstill
Chris
Gatsch
team
are
men's
'09 and the
Someday, very soon, yes. Until then,
In total, the Scots out-shlacross
have
took 40 ground
we'll
to stick to praying.
Wittenberg 40-2- 7,
ing for an NCAC tournament bid (Photo by Mac Buehler).
balls to Wittenberg's 27 and convertConcerning other matters, congrat
ed all three of their extra-ma- n
ulations go out to the Fighting Scots
adding an assist. Three of Hassan's
Carson
Carey
first-hascorbaseball team, 36-- 3 as of May 1.
lf
opportunities, while Wittenberg congoals came during a
Voice Staff
verted 0--5.
Absolutely incredible. That is the type
ing melee, which put Wooster up 1
2
of season worth remembering. Best of
The question now for Wooster is
The Wooster (8-- 3,
NCAC) after two quarters of play.
whether or not they will earn a spot
luck in the playoffs. Congratulations
men's lacrosse team crushed rival
Oddly, Wittenberg struck first, talalso go out to the men's tennis team, Wittenberg University (6-in the postseason. It is up in the air at
lying a goal 6:17 into the contest.
howwho concluded their season with a NCAC) on Saturday afternoon,
this point, but a victory in their seaThe lead was very short-live- d,
solid 15-- 8 record. I'd especially like to defeating them 12-- 2 and keeping the ever, as Mark Weschler '09 replied son finale against NCAC opponent
Ohio Wesleyan is a must.
to my pal Brian Scots playoff hopes alive. The victory
give a shout-o- ut
1:30 later on an assist from Chris
"If we win, we've got a chance,"
Ebbitts, who, like myself, will be gradmarked the second year in a row that Vacarro '07 to even the score. From
uating in a little over a week. In spite of Wooster defeated the Tigers by a there on out the game belonged to said Simmons. He added, however,
.
his many genetic deficiencies, Ebbitts margin of 10 goals.
the Scots. Ben Abbot '07 found the that it is up to the committee in
. accumulated a sweet singles record of
back of the net twice before the pericharge of selecting playoff teams.
The Scots were led by a
13-- 7
The finale against Ohio Wesleyan
on the year. I'll still beat you at outing from llisham Hassan '07. od was through, and Hassan scored
tennis though, Brian.
was Thursday afternoon, May 3.
Hassan racked up four goals while the first of his goals to give Wooster
And finally, to whatever powers out
there who hold sway in such matters,
2006-200- 7
SURVIVOR SUPPORT SYSTEM
please please please have mercy on the
A group of faculty and staff are available to confidentially assist survivors of, or those who know survivors of, sexual assault
Buffalo Sabres and don't do anything
For assistance please contact:
to get in the way of their run to a
Nancy Anderson
Ext. 8319
Longbrake
Stanley Cup. Buffalo is an awesome
Bader
Kauke
Ext. 8357
Mary
005
needs
a
and
title
dearly
pro sports
city
Huston-Findle- y
Ext. 8543
118
Wishart
Shirley
Cleveland.
And,
even more than
Diaima Rliyan
Lilly House
Ext 8301
The
Cavs,
the Sabres are the
unlike the
Carroll Meyer
Ext 8808
Westminster Church
cream of the NHL crop. A Stanley Cup
for Buffalo would be the best graduaStudents may also call the College counselorsmedical staff at Ext 8319 or a
tion present I can think of.
Campus Minister at Ext 8608. To report an assault, contact the Wooster City
Police at 91 1 (emergencies) or (330)
or Campus Security at Ext 8590.
This is Carson's last column for tixt Voire.
For information, please access: http:www.wooster.edupolicies.
the next couple seasons.
Rrach him at CCarrywoosttr.rJu.
1 can hear Cavs fans screaming right
ot
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Rick Drushal signs with Lady Scots rev up for NCACs
the Cleveland Browns
Nick Holt
Sports Editor
A

Nick Holt
Sports Editor

.

'

'

Drushal, a double major in mathematics and computer science, is also an
excellent student, currently maintaining a 3.75 GPA. For his athletic and academic accomplishments Drushal was
recently awarded an NCAA postgraduate scholarship as well as being named
to the "ESPN The Magazine" Academic
First Team. Drushal's
I.S., "What did one node say to the
other? A study of inference in Bayesian
networks," involved designing a computer program to do a lot of mathematical processes that were way above this
reporter's head.
Signing with the
Browns is like a
dream for Drushal,
who says he is a
lifelong
Browns
fan. In fact, Drushal
felt that his loyalty
to the Browns complicated things for
him throughout the

On Monday night tKe Cleveland
Browns quietly agreed to terms with an
left tackle. The real news
is that it was not Joe Thomas, but
Wooster's own Rick Drushal '07. The
contract was a one-ye- ar
contract for the
NFL, minimum of $286,000. The contract is not guaranteed, however, meaning Drushal has to make the final roster
to qualify. The contract did include a
$1,000 signing bonus and Drushal will
receive a stipend at
"
each stage of rookie
camp and training
camp that he stays
on the team.
Drushal received
an invite to participate at this weekend's mini-cafor
all Browns' rookies
(May
Drushal
had also received an
selection process as
invite to attend the
Cincinnati showed
Cincinnati Bengals'
more interest early
"
ii
rookie camp, but
on. However, when
Rick Drushal '07
turned it down after
the Browns offered
(Photo courtesy OPI)
the Browns made
the contract, it
their offer. The Div. Ill star will likely made the decision easy. That just blew
have the pleasure of doing line drills me away, really," said Drushal
with Joe Thomas and, considering his
Drushal would not be the first
likely move inside to guard or center, Wboster lineman to successfully make
may even end up snapping to Brady the jump to the pros. Blake Moore '80
Quinn.
was an anchor on the Bengals line dur"It's another big jump. It gives me a ing their Super Bowl years in the 1980s.
chance to test myself and see what my It was Moore himself, in fact, who got
boundaries really are," said Drushal.
Drushal noticed in the first place by
The immediate challenge before the dropping a note about Drushal to his
4,
295 lbs. lineman is the position
former team.
change. While he practiced a little at
Drushal was very, appreciative of all
guard this
he has never of Moore's help. "He's been a real good
played center.
mentor throughout this entire process,"
The biggest thing is working on said Drushal. "It's been a great relationsnapping and getting consistent," said ship to have and it's good to see that
Drushal. "I feel fairly comfortable with he's been very successful in his life after
it now, but I'm sure it will be very differfootball, too."
ent the first time I have someone lined
All in all, it's been a very exciting
up across from me."
week for Drushal, who met many of the
While some could question Drushal's Browns coaches for the first time yescompetition and measurables nobody terday. The coming weeks will show if
can question his results and intellihe has what it takes to play on a profesgence. Drushal has been a staple
le
sional level. But as he walked away from
for the Scots' the past four years,
the interview he had other things on his
starting a school-reco- rd
42 games. mind. He had schoolwork to do, and a
Drushal was also named to numerous young man like Drushal would never let
teams, gathering honors
a little thing like an NFL contract get in
his sophomore, junior and senior years.
the way of his schoolwork.
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Softball
The College of Wboster (10-2- 8,
3- -1
1) ended their disappointing season
on a
losing streak by dropping a pair of doubleheaders. The first
was on Monday to NCAC-rivOhio
Wesleyan University (14-1- 7,
losing 3 and
Then, on Tuesday, the
Scots lost twice to No. 9 Muskingum
College (31-- 9) 16-- 1 and 14-- 5.
The games against Ohio Wesleyan
were a battle for sixth place in the
NCAC, both teams were already mathematically eliminated from NCAC
tournament contention and playing for
pride. Ohio Wesleyan took control
early, scoring two runs in both the first
and second innings.
The Scots, however, did not go away
without a fight In the top of the fifth,
Kim Skully '09 led off with a single
and moved to second via a sacrifice
bunt by Eva Lyon '07. Renee Fox ' 10
drove in the first run of the game with
a single to center that scored Skully.
But Ohio Wesleyan added an insurance run in the sixth and held Wooster
at bay for the rest of the game.
After a double play late in the second
game, Kate Kiley '09 dug out a single
and Rachel Gaines '10 ripped a double
to center, plating Kiley to take a 4--3
lead going into the final inning.
Ohio Wesleyan, however, answered
with a triple and a double to tie the
game at 4-- After the runner advanced
to third, the Bishops laid down a sacrifice squeeze for the dramatic victory.
No. 9 Muskingum did not overlook
the Scots, as the Muskies combined for
12-ga-
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Lauren Dezellar '08 and the Scots hope that their successful
season translates into an NCAC title (Photo by Mac Buehler).
The statistic of the game was
ground balls. In the first half Denison
held a. narrow
0
advantage in
ground balls. In the second half, however, it seemed as though the ball was
always rolling the Big Red's way, as
they recorded 21 ground balls to
Wooster's four. Denison also did a
good job capitalizing on their free position shots in the second half, scoring
four goals on eight attempts after
going 0--5 in the first half.
The Scots rebounded the next day
by defeating the University
of
Redlands 1
in their last home game
of the season. The Scots scored the
first eight goals of the contest and
never looked back. Emily Baab '07
recorded a hat trick for the Scots while
Carey and Rubin each tallied up a pair
of goals while Darragh and Becca

Worthington '10 had a goal and an
assist each. Jamie Dannenberg '09 had
a terrific day in goal, recording a

12-1-

14-1-

The loss to Denison

not only
winsnapped Wooster's eight-gam- e
ning streak; it also put them in a
three-wa- y
tie for first place in the
NCAC. Ohio Wesleyan (10-- 3,
who Wooster beat earlier this season,
won the tiebreaker to earn the one-sein the tournament. The Battling
Bishops will host fourth seed Kenyon
(7-- 7,
today at 3 p.m., while the
third-seedScots will have a chance
for revenge againsj the second-seedBig Red at 5 p.m.
The winners of each game will face
off at 3 p.m. tomorrow for the NCAC
championship and an automatic bid to
the NCAA tournament.
5-- 1),

ed

2-- 3)

1- -3

ed

ed

Baseba)! regroups for NCAC tourney
n

111
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one and losing 3 in game two.
Adam Samson '08, who has been
absolutely dominant this season
including a win over Div. I Kent
State University
threw his usual
complete game victory in game one,
surrendering just three hits with no
runs allowed. First baseman Sheldon
Steiner '07 collected two hits and
three RBIs, while cleanup hitter Pat
Christensen '08 r whqse leadership,
is showing through by playing with a
stress fracture in his foot
banged
out two hits and two RBIs of his
own. Shortstop Matthew Johnson
'10 went 3- -4 and scored three runs as
the Scots won convincingly,. 14-- 0.
In game two, right-handpitcher
Anthony Trapuzzano '09 also went
the distance, throwing 7.0 innings
allowing two earned runs On six hits.
Christensen '08 gathered two more
hits and three RBIs while leadoff
man Jake SankaJ '08 fulfilled his job
by going 2 with 4 walk and scored
three runs. Trapuzzano matched
teammate Samson, '.running his
record to 0.
7--

33 hits in two games for a pair of
blowout wins. The Scots did have a
bright spot, as Caywood, Gaines and
Sara Pierce '10 all hit home runs in the

nightcap, despite losing 14-- 5.
The Scots finish their year
going 3- -1 1 in conference play.

10-2-

8,

5-- 4.

4.

Women's Tennis
Joanna Tysko '07 finished her
Wooster tennis career with two wins,
but it was not enough for the women's
tennis team to avoid finishing eighth at
the NCAC tournament hosted by
Denison University (17-- 4,
As the eighth seed, Wooster had to
square off against the Big Red in the
first round and were handled easily,
falling to Denison 0.
Against Wittenberg University (9-the Scots found a bit more success
as the doubles team of Tysko and
Elissa Lauber '10 prevailed 3 for the
sole doubles win of the match. Tysko
also prevailed in singles 0,
2.
But
three other Scot losses sealed the
match for Wittenberg.
In the seventh-plac- e
match,
Allegheny College 4,
prevailed
3.
Tysko and Lauber again prevailed
at No. 1 doubles 4. At No. 3 doubles,
Erin Bauer '10 and Sara Suddendorf
'07 won their match 2. Tysko dominated her singles opponent
At
the No. 4 spot, Kimee Rankin '07 had a
tough loss 5,
The Wooster women finished eighth
with a
record, 0-- 6 in the NCAC.
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Facing another
opponent in Ohio Northern
non-confere-

8--
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(6-1-

on
the
mound once again,, this time going
8.0 innings and striking out a career-hig- h
11 hitters.
Swearingen gath-

1- -5)
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Briefs By Chris Sweeney
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ered three RBIs, while Christensen
continued to see the ball well, .going
5 on the day.
It looks as though the Scots have
weathered the storm of losing three
games in the last two weeks. Head
Coach Tim Pettorini will no doubt be
more confident heading into the
NCAC tournament, which begins
May 5 with an opportunity for the
Scots to exact revenge upon
Denison. Josh Keller "07, Brandon
Boesiger '07, Dean Palombaro '07,
Swearingen and Steiner are looking
to earn their last NCAC champiand Pettorini's 10th as the
onship
manager for the Scots.
who has achieved a
Swearingen
remarkable feat by being a four year
starter in both baseball and football
and his fellow captain, Boesiger,
will lead the way as the boys will
surely be the favorites to win the
3--

8--

6-- 0,

nce

Tuesday1, Barnes was imposing on

6--

8--

18 saves.
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comeback by Denison
cost the Fighting Scots (10--4,
1)
women's lacrosse team the reg
ular season conference championship.
Luckily for Wooster, however, they
won't have to wait long to get revenge.
Wooster got off to a hot start
against Denison, building an early 0
lead, with goals by Hillary Darragh
'09, Taryn Higgins '09 and Annie
Steward '07. The Big Red kept it close,
though, notching a pair of goals in just
1 1 seconds to narrow the
margin to 2.
The Scots answered with a four-go- al
run as Cassie Brown '08 recorded a
pair and Allison Rubin '08 and Higgins
recorded a goal apiece to extend
Wooster'sJead to 2.
Denison answered with a goal of
their own, before Higgins scored her
third goal of the half with just 1:06
remaining to send the game to halftime
with Wooster holding a comfortable 3
lead.;
".-'Unfortunately for the Scots, the second half was an entirely different
game. Denison came out of the half on
fire, evening the score at 8 with
20:11 remaining, courtesy of a five-go- al
run. Carly Carey '09 put the Scots
back on top briefly with a goal at the
18:37 mark, but Denison tied the score
with a goal of their own a minute later.
A goal by Steward with 1 1 :02
remaining gave the Scots what proved
to be their final lead of the game.
Denison answered with another five-go- al
run, the second with 8:42 remain
ing giving them their first lead. The.
Scots ' ' fought valiantly, however,
mounting a good run in the last two
minutes as Steward recorded a pair of
goals to go with another goal by
Brown; but it was not enough as the
Scots fell just short, losing 3.
Several players had strong days.
Steward totaled four goals while
Higgins and Brown each finished with
a hat trick. However, the real story of
the day was Denison's Krissy Frost,
who torched the Scots' defense for six
goals as well as an assist. Frost has an
amazing 49 goals this season.
(7-- 7,

Matthew Johnson '10 and the Scots baseball team are getting ready for a rematch, and revenge, with Denison in the
NCAC semifinals (Photo by Brandon Buehler).
Bob Reiff
Voice Staff

.

Ranked as the'best team in Div. Ill
by the American Baseball Coaches
Association (ABCA), the Fighting
Scots baseball team is ready and
rearing for postseason play. After a
loss to NCAC West foe Denison, the
Scots bounced back last weekend
pounding nationally ranked Marietta
in a double header, followed by a
dominant performance over a weak
Ohio Northern team." The victories
have run the Scots' record to 36-- 3
overall, while they remain a dazzling
15-- 0
in the NCAC East Division.
Looking to extend his 0 record
in the Denison game, starter Matt
Barnes '10 turned in an impressive
6.0. innings, allowing just two runs
on six hits before exiting with the
7--

lead. The normally steady Scot
bullpen was unable to slam the door,
however, and Denison scored four
late runs to earn the win.
In his last regular season conference game, Shaun Swearingen "07
culminated his four years as the
Scots' starting center fielder by
going a remarkable 5 at the plate
a fitting way to go out before the
NCAC tournament.
Following the 5 loss, the Scots'
resiliency would be tested over the
weekend as they faced a nationally
ranked team for the second time in
less than a week, having lost to
Otterbein April 24. Marietta arrived
on The College of Wooster campus
looking to hand the Scots their third
and fourth losses in a row. Marietta
would receive the pounding, however, after being stunned 14--0 in game
5--

6--

.

tournament.
The nationally

No.
Scots,
have bigger hopes in mind, as well, as
they will look to advance through
the College World Series and bring a
National Championship home to The
College of Wooster.
1-ra-
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